
 
Dear Agents and Direct Manufacturers, 
This week the NPG PDMs declared a new calendar format.  

 
Why did we do this?  
Multiple milestone names and formats make it difficult to follow where different teams are in their 
development season. This becomes more evident as we combine areas into COEs. To service our 
internal teams and vendors, PDMs and supporting SPDs created 1 calendar format that allows anyone to 
easily identify where any brand is in their development cycle. 
 

What did we do? 
1- Milestones and Definitions: We aligned on 1 description and definition for each milestone  

o We categorized milestones as primary (used by all areas) and secondary (used by some 
areas) to allow the flexibility needed for each area to run their business. 

2- Support: We met with our supporting teams (RM, Print Studio, Creative Studio) to capture the 
triggers needed for their areas. 

3- Timing and Building: We assigned timing to each milestone (the “cheat” we follow when 
creating the dates for the calendar) to allow visibility to the method in which the calendars are 
built. 

4- Layout: We aligned on 1 format that would visually offer both an overlap overview as well as 
detailed dates with the flexibility for anyone to adjust their view to their job role needs. 

 

Fun facts: 
We reduced 105 different milestones names to 23 
We reduced 9 different detail calendars and 11 overlap calendars to 1 all inclusive calendar 

 
The Details: 

1- All areas will use this calendar format starting SP 2020 delivery. You will receive your calendars 
with the new format from PDMs in the next few weeks. 

2- In order to maintain alignment, PDM’s will review calendar roll out after 2 months of use to 
address any Continuous Improvement call outs from the brand teams – Please bubble up any 
concerns to your appropriate PDM 

 
Thanks, 
Gen Schultz, Jen Maggio, Kristin Grant, Nancy Rule, Lorrie Cochran, Stephanie Sorich, Victoria Maffei, Jen 
Hallstrom, Kate Caplis, Michelle Aranda 
 
 


